
World Of Fighters 
 
Dear _______ 
 
You are hereby invited to the World Of Fighters Tournament. You have been chosen 
due to your extraordinary fighting abilities and skills, of which our clients have taken 
a keen interest in. Each one has paid over $5 Million USD to see you fight. The World 
of Fighters Tournament brings together the best of best of each art; boxing, Krav 
Maga, Muay Thai etc, to see what art is the best. The tournament is a no-holds barred 
competition, with no attacks off the table. 
 
Over three days you will compete in your designated pools. From there you will be 
ranked and then you will face off against your opposite competitor e.g. 1st place 
against last, 2nd versus 2nd to last etcetera. The winner will be crowned Champion of 
the WoF and will be awarded a cash total prize of $50 Million USD. 
 
A car will arrive for you in the morning to take you to your nearest airpor, where we 
have scheduled a private jet for you. Naturally we cannot disclose the location of the 
tournament, but please be civil with our transport staff and you shall have a pleasant 
experience travelling to the World of Fighters Tournament. 
 
We hope to see you on the mat. 
 
Best Wishes, 
 
Abigail Montero, Secretary of the WoF. 
 
Mr. Reeves, Head of the WoF. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



World Of Fighters Characters 
 
 
Max Donavan (male) 
Style – Jeet Kune Do 
Nationality – American 
 
A bit of a problem child and a brat when he was younger, Max never took anything in life 
seriously. He spent a large amount of his inheritance at an early stage, blowing it on fast cars 
and women. Out on his luck after burning through all his money, he worked for a friend's 
band as a rodeo. On the road, he spent the majority of the time with the band's security. They 
taught him Jeet Kune Do, the martial art created by Bruce Lee. 
 
After the band disbanded, Max was once again out on his luck. He found a niche when he 
brought his Jeet Kune Do skills to the underground fighting scene. He made a name for 
himself in the streets before finally being cut off from his family when he was arrested for 
after beating another fighter to a pulp. He was bailed out by the World Of Fighters organisers, 
who offered him a chance at winning the top prize and reclaiming his honour as a proud 
member of the Donavan family. 
 
Super Move - Biu Jee (Punch, Range 1). One of the moves that Bruce Lee borrowed from 
Wing Chun and brought into the Jeet Kune Do theory, the fighter jabs at the opponent, but 
instead of a closed fist, has their fingers extended. The target is the opponent's eyes or neck. A 
powerful strike at any one of these areas could easily finish a fight and cause serious damage. 
 
(Smart white shirt and black trousers, sleeves rolled up. Short brown hair, Caucasian with a 
square jaw). 
 
Season 1 - Max was not ready for the brutality showed by many of the fighters in the pool 
stages, but still managed to pull out one win. He was knocked out in the first DE, against Fox 
Walker, whom he now has a friendly grudge with.  
 
Season 2 - In the second competition, Max fought better, with two wins over his zero before. 
He had a friendly sparring match with old rival "Lucky" Shay Ryan and was knocked out of 
the tournament by newcomer Koa Kipao.  
 
Season 3 - Max returned for the third tournament, where he once again struggled in the pools. 
His spirits were soon raised as he met Layla Saqqaf, a new fighter. Despite her frosty attitude 
to most of the other fighters, Max seemed to strike something underneath, igniting sparks 
between the two combatants. Ever the gentleman, Max courted her from afar, securing a date 
after the tournament had ended. 
 
 
Malee Paowsong (female) 
Style -Muay Thai 
Nationality -Thai 
 
The 9th and final child in her family, Malee is incredibly small for her size. Her mother died 
shortly after her fourth birthday, with only her paternal father and her eight brothers for 
company. Her father, a Muay Thai gym owner, pushed her into training and then fighting. 
Despite her diminutive stature Malee soon found that she was a formidable opponent in the 
ring. 
 
After beginning to tour with her father as her coach and winning several female titles, Malee 
was invited to the World Of Fighters Tournament. At the behest of her father she decided to 
enter. Timid outside of the ring, but a tiger within, she fights for her family. 
 



Super Move - Flying Knee (Kick, Range 2). One of Muay Thai's powerful moves, the fighter 
jumps towards the opponent and thrusts their knee forward, crashing into the opponent's 
chest. This move could easily wind an opponent and knock them down. 
 
(Small with short black hair in cornrows. Orange Thai shorts and hand wraps with a black 
tank top and foot wraps. Always smiling). 
 
Season 1 - Malee was the only fighter not to lose a match during the pool stage, with the only 
draw being against Areilla Fischer. She bonded with Fischer over this mutual battle, first 
becoming friends and then romantic partners. Malee eventually became the winner of the 
first World Of Fighters Competition, beating Fox Walker in the final. 
 
Season 2 - In the second competition, Malee continued her success by placing fourth in the 
pools, with three wins. Newcomer Ximo Salamanca knocked her out in the DE, ending her 
time in the second tournament. In between tournaments, Malee and Ariella got married after 
meeting two years ago at the first World Of Fighters Tournament. While Malee was invited to 
the third tournament, she suffered an injury while training, stopping her from competing. 
She came along to cheer on her new wife, but did not fight. 
 
 
Kenji Ueda (male) 
Style – Judo 
Nationality – Japanese 
 
A member of the Japanese Military’s Judo team, Kenji was suspended after an altercation 
with an opponent he lost to in the final round. The opponent was found with his face 
smashed against a locker door. After the incident, Kenji was discharged from the army. 
 
Still looking for a good fight, he travelled from country to country and threw down with 
anyone he could find. Eventually he was approached by the World Of Fighters organisation, 
which admired his explosive technique. Kenji accepted; it sounded like a good enough 
challenge for him. Changing his style of Judo to a more savage and brutal form, he only 
wants to win. 
 
Super Move - O goshi (Grapple, Range 1). O goshi is a hip throw and one of the original forty 
throws of Judo. But don't mistake the basic attack for being easy to block. If it wasn't for the 
mat, the fall from a properly executed O goshi could easily result in paralysis. 
 
(White Judo gi secured with a black belt. Spiky black hair. Light scars across his face, neck, 
and torso). 
 
Season 1 - Kenji came fourth in the pool rounds, with two wins and two losses. One of his 
losses was to Fox Walker, who had been aiming to beat Kenji. In the DE he brutally broke 
both one of Chandra Sengupta's and one of Marie DeMargo's arms, before finally being put 
down in the semi-finals by Malee Paowsong. 
 
Season 2 - In the second competition, Kenji continued his score with two wins and two draws 
and only losing once. When he came up against Marie DeMargo in the DEs, Kenji thought the 
fight was as good as over. Instead, DeMargo repaid him for her broken arm by knocking him 
out with her Tornado Kick, earning sweet revenge for last time.  
 
Season 3 - Downbeat after his most recent defeat, Kenji neglected his usual brutal training 
regime. When the invitation came for the third tournament, Kenji was in no fit state to fight, 
but appeared anyway. His lapse of training showed as he was quickly dispatched in both the 
pools and DE, fracturing his rib against his old friend Koa Kipao. 
 
 



Ocean Rios (female) 
Style – Capoeira 
Nationality – Brazilian 
 
Born in the hills just outside São Paulo, Ocean is half American, half Brazilian. Despite her 
dual nationality, she thinks of Brazil as her homeland and she loves the carnival life of her 
town of São Paulo. She spent her days as a youth mainly in the streets, learning the Brazilian 
form of Capoeira from the dancers in the street. She joined in one day and soon became 
proficient in the art. 

After she hosted the first Global Capoeira Conference in Rio De Janerio, her Capoeira mentor 
was approached with an invitation to the first round of the World Fighters Tournament. 
During a practice, the mentor’s thighbone was broken, so Ocean decided to take her place at 
the Tournament. Always with a smile on her face and loving the sportsmanship in the fight, 
Ocean likes showing the world what Capoeira can do. 

Super Move - Cartwheel Kick (Kick, Range 3). Capoeira is known for its constant motion and 
gymnastic moves to both disguise powerful moves and to confuse opponents. The Cartwheel 
Kick is a distillation of both. When properly executed, the fighter hits with not one but two 
downward heels to the opponents forehead, easily dishing out astonishing punishment. 
 
(Brazilian flag leggings and a white t-shirt with bare feet. Long blonde hair). 
 
Season 1 - Ocean did not fair to well during the World Of Fighters pools, with only three 
draws and one loss. She did manage to kick off Salvatore Rossi's mask during the DE, which 
dented his confidence and made him lose the next round to Fox Walker. Despite this incident 
she made good friends with him as well as Hai Wu due to their similar acrobatic fighting 
skills. 
 
Season 2 - In the second competition, Ocean did not fare much better, but came away with a 
win. She was quickly defeated in the DEs by Malee Paowsong who kicked her out of the 
competition. She stayed to watch her friend Ximo Salamanca fight and eventually win.  
 
Season 3 - Ocean almost missed the third tournament as the now annual Global Capoeira 
Conference ran over with special performances. She did not have time to prepare and only 
came away with draws rather than a new win. Handing over responsibility of the GCC to her 
students, she is now fully training for the next competition. 
 
 
Chandra Sengupta (male) 
Style – Boxing 
Nationality – British Indian 
 
Born in Calcutta, but raised in Surrey, Chandra had trouble with finding his niche in school. 
After going through gymnastics, fencing, and chess, he found his favourite school sport; 
boxing. After finishing high school Chandra was shunted between various finishing schools, 
as he liked to end fights in the classroom with a punch to the nose. He always maintained 
that he would never start a fight, but when someone started swinging at him he would not 
hold back. 
 
While his parents initially disapproved of his pugilism, they eventually relented when he was 
accepted into the Olympic squad for his exceptional skills. After his second win at the 
Olympics, he was quickly sent an invite to the World Of Fighters Tournament. Chandra is a 
relaxed man, preferring to do the newspaper crossword every Sunday with a spot of tea, as 
well as going for long walks with his Irish wolfhound, Aurora, rather than train extensively. 
He has just started a relationship with Marie DeMargo, another Olympian and competitor in 
the World Of Fighter's Tournament. 



Super Move - Haymaker (Punch, Range 1). A boxer's fists are one of the deadliest weapons in 
the world, with the haymaker being their most powerful attack. A wide swing that builds up 
momentum through the long arc and the twist of the boxer's hips, a haymaker can knock 
someone out in one hit. 
 
(Shaved head. Light Blue Oxford shirt with the sleeves rolled up and dark blue trousers. 
White hand wraps). 
 
Season 1 – Chandra fought hard but was unable to score a win, only draws and losses. When 
Chandra came up against Kenji in the DE, his arm was broken due to Kenji's unorthodox 
style. This injury ended his stint at the First World Of Fighters Competition.  
 
Season 2 - In the second competition Chandra worked on his score, with one win and one 
draw. He was knocked out of the tournament by Salvatore Rossi's pressure point attacks.  
 
Season 3 - Chandra fought hard for his 10/18th place, but his placement put him in the DEs 
against his fiancée Marie. After much coaxing he fought her and won by staying close and 
blocking her bigger kicks. He suckered her with a powerful body shot and cross combo, 
flooring her. He was worried he had hurt her, so as soon as the fight ended he carried her to 
the medical wing despite her insistence that she was fine. 
 
 
Areilla Fischer (female) 
Style – Krav Maga 
Nationality – Israeli 

With her grandmother being drafted into the 1948 Arab-Israeli War and her mother being 
deployed during the Yom Kippur War, Areillia’s life and lineage has been shaped by violence 
and war. When the two female role models in her life were tragically killed in a car crash, 
Areilla decided to follow in their footsteps by joining the army after serving her mandatory 
twenty-six month service.  

Sadly for Areilla, she was denied a deployment position with only technical and support 
roles offered. She took the job anyway and decided to train extensively in the army’s Krav 
Maga section.  

The World Of Fighter's committee initially rejected the idea of Areilla being invited to the 
tournament, but after witnessing her in action they knew she would be a fighter to watch. 
Accepting the invite, Areilla decided to fight for the memory of her mother and grandmother 
to show that she could fight just as well as her ancestors. 

Super Move - Bursting (Punch, Range 2). To get the edge in a surprise attack, you don't have 
time to cock your arm back. Instead the fighter "bursts", using their legs to drive both fists 
towards the opponent with enough power to dent sheet metal. 
 
(Long brown hair tied up in a high bun. Desert army fatigues and combat boots. A perpetual 
scowl on her face). 
 
Season 1 - Areilla came second overall in the pool stages, almost beating Malee Paowsong, 
but coming away with a draw against her instead. They became friends through their fights 
and just before the DEs they became romantically involved, with Areilla kissing Malee. After 
Malee won the first tournament, the other fighters reported seeing Areilla smiling with her 
new belle. It was the only recorded moment during the competition when the others fighters 
saw her smile.  
 
Season 3 - Areilla was invited to the second competition, but was called back to the army 
before she left. She finished her post before racing off to the tournament. She was too late to 



take part, but saw her girlfriend Malee get knocked out of the competition by Ximo 
Salamanca. She vowed to enter again and gain vengeance for her partner.  
 
Areilla and Malee were married at the end of the second tournament. While the duo were set 
to return for the third, only Areilla fought in the competition. She sadly was unable to fight 
Ximo and regain her wife’s honour. Areilla fought well and came first in the pools. She did 
not anticipate Fox Walker's burning desire to win though and was beaten by him in the 
quarterfinals. 
 
 
Fox Walker (male) 
Style – Wrestling 
Nationality – Canadian 
 
Descended from a line of Native Americans, Fox is his happiest when he is the wilderness. 
He was a wrestling prodigy at his high school, but after graduating he took on the only job in 
his town, a tree logger. There are rumors that Fox once managed to punch out a charging stag 
that tried to attack him while he was out at work one day. While he enjoyed his job, Fox felt a 
yearning to head back to wrestling, eventually becoming the coach of his former high school. 
He was welcomed back and went on to train some of the top high school wrestlers in the 
Northern Hemisphere. 
 
One day, Kenji Ueda came to the school, hearing of Fox’s prowess as a fighter. While Fox did 
not initially want to fight, Kenji baited him into a rolling session. After putting Kenji into a 
submission, Fox let him go thinking the fight was over. Kenji jumped to his feet and put Fox 
into arm bar, breaking Fox’s arm before leaving. Once Fox had recovered, The World Of 
Fighters Committee sent him an invite along with the tantalizing knowledge that Kenji would 
be fighting there. Fox readily entered the World Fighters Competition for a fair fight and to 
defeat his nemesis. 
 
Super Move - German Suplex (Grapple, Range 1). A brutal grappling move, the fighter grabs 
the opponent from the back, before flipping the opponent over the fighter’s own head. If 
done correctly, the opponent will land on the back of their neck. If it doesn't make them tap 
out, the move could easily end in paralysis or even death. 
 
(Tall and long black hair in a ponytail. Black and silver war paint and a silver unitard and 
boots). 
 
Season 1 - Fox came fifth in the pool stages, with his singular win against Kenji Ueda. He 
managed to trump both Salvatore Rossi and Max Donovan during the quarter in the semi-
finals (the latter now has a friendly grudge against Fox) and got all the way to the finals, 
where he lost respectably to Malee Paowsong.  
 
Season 2 - In the second competition, Fox lead for the entirety of the tournament until the 
finals where he was bested again, this time by Ximo Salamanca. He earned himself a 
fan/crush in the form of Ke'ala Kipao after he beat her in the second round of DEs. 
 
Season 3 - Fox trained extensively for the third competition, the desire to win even greater 
after two close calls to glory in the past tournaments. He placed third in the pools, but 
managed to come home strong and win the third World Of Fighter's Tournament. 
 
 
Hai Wu (female) 
Style – Monkey Kung Fu 
Nationality – Hong Kong Chinese 
 



A very skilled gymnast as a child, Hai missed out on a place in the Gymnastic Leagues in 
China. She found her skills useful in Macau, where her flexibility and abilities can in handy to 
raid casino vaults. After she was forced to go on the run after a particular botched robbery, 
she changed her name and joined the circus as a high-wire trapeze artist. While there she was 
spotted for her great talent by the circus chef Cho, who decided to teach her Monkey Kung 
Fu. 
 
With her high-flying act infused with her Monkey Kung Fu, Hai was seen as a unique fighter 
and was quickly asked to partake in the tournament with promises of a wipe of her criminal 
record if she won. Bubbly and chatty, never really having to take the fight seriously, Hai is 
both the smallest and the youngest fighter in the Competition. 
 
Super Move - Climbing Monkey (Grapple, Range 3). Monkey Kung Fu is one of the most 
acrobatic of the Five Animal styles of Kung Fu, with one of the hardest moves being the 
Climbing Monkey. The fighter must take a running jump and grab onto the opponent with 
their hands and feet. From there the fighter can punch, kick, and climb over the opponent, 
confusing them while being too close to be hit in turn. 
 
(Long blue hair, tied up in two buns. Blue and yellow trapeze outfit with yellow boots). 
 
Season 1 - Hai came sixth in the pools, but her bubbly personality gained her several friends 
during her time in the competition. She is a friend with Ocean Rios, enjoying their joint 
Capoeira/Acrobatic dances and fights. She was defeated in the first round of DEs by Marie 
DeMargo, the latter wanted revenge on Kenji Ueda for breaking Chandra Sengupta's arm. 
Hai has resolved to fight her again at another competition.  
 
Season 2 - During the second competition Hai kept her results even with one win and one 
draw, but was saddened at not being matched up with Marie DeMargo. She instead faced the 
towering Aleksandr Petrov, who she performed her Climbing Monkey technique on. She 
successfully clawed his eye in battle, almost besting him at times. Aleksandr’s towering size 
and strength eventually got the better of her and now she is nursing two losses. 
 
Season 3 - Hai came back to the third competition with fire, but it was soon put down by a 
devastating attack by newcomer Layla Saqqaf that left Hai reeling well into the DEs. She 
managed to get a good few hits in against Marie and Aleksandr, but still only coming away 
with draws and losses. 
 
 
Hayate Ueno/Milton Brown (male) 
Style - EFO 
Nationality - American 
 
Milton Brown had always wanted to learn the deadliest martial art in the world. He would go 
around schools (usually only staying for around two weeks) before moving on. While 
searching the Internet he came across Master Takezo, who was a master in the no-touch art of 
EFO. Drawn in by his ability for psychic KOs and a 200/0 Win-Loss ratio, Milton was set on 
learning EFO. After sending Master Takezo $300 for his "Teach Yourself EFO DVD" along 
with his black belt certificate, Milton took on the honorary name Hayate Ueno. 
 
After hearing about a secret martial arts tournament at a martial arts expo, he wanted to 
show the world how deadly EFO is and decided and managed to enter. The World Of 
Fighters had never heard of EFO before, so let him join the competition at the last minute. 
Overconfident, and arrogant, Milton is trying to compete with Master Takezo's Win/Loss 
ratio. 
 
Super Move - No Touch Hit (Block, Range 3). One of the most dangerous moves in EFO, it is 
never performed at full speed in classes for fear of hurting other students. But Milton has 



trained so hard he knows he is able to do it. The fighter concentrates their chi and throws it 
out at the oncoming attacker, stopping them in their tracks. The fighter must not be too close 
though, as at such a short range it can stop an opponent's heart. 
 
(Head too big for his body, with glasses, thinning hair and whispery facial hair. Wearing a gi 
that is too small, his black belt has a barcode on the end of it). 
 
Season 1 - Milton was not meant to be part of the tournament; he gate-crashed the 
competition and demanded his involvement. The organisers finally relented and Milton 
became the eleventh and final fighter. His time during the World Of Fighter's competition 
was not that long, as Areilla Fischer beat him in the first round. 
 
Season 2 - In the second competition, he was amazed to see Hiranku Nakano turn up and was 
beaten by him again in the pools stage. He also met Aleksandr Petrov, whose size and 
strength caused him to faint in fear. He faced Fox Walker in the DE, the latter pinned Milton 
in less than twenty seconds, a record for the WoF.  
 
Season 3 - Milton came back for the third time, now actually taking classes under Master 
Hiranku. Sadly, as soon as he entered the ring he completely forgot his techniques and went 
back to trying to throw chi blasts, landing him in last place. Soon after he faced off against 
Areilla Fischer, who quickly knocked him out of the competition  
 
 
Salvatore Rossi (male) 
Style - Praying Mantis Kung Fu 
Nationality - Italian 

A model since he was four years old, Salvatore (or Sal for short) was making money before he 
could read. His parents answered a newspaper job for a television commercial for a local ice 
cream parlour. Sal three seconds of fame and line delivery got him spotted by a talent agent 
and soon his career took off. 

To get him out of the squalor that they had suffered, Sal’s mother and father invested his 
money into his education. He was schooled in the best boarding schools with the best tutors 
with one of his mandatory classes being martial arts. While he dabbled in several, he took a 
great liking to Praying Mantis Kung Fu.  

Sal continues to model around the world, fighting more as a hobby to keep in shape. The 
World Of Fighters Committee found out about his skills after a show in Milan and moved 
quickly to secure him into the competition. Scared that if in a bad fight he would lose his 
good looks (and therefore is job), he wears a classical carnevale mask as insurance.  

Super Move - Eye Gouge (Punch, Range 1). Coming from below, the fighter pushes up 
through the opponents guard. This puts the fighter's arms right in front of the opponents face. 
Despite not having much space to cock their arm, the Praying Mantis fighter needs only to jab 
the opponent’s eyes to cause near permanent damage. 
 
(Smart black shoes, trousers and waistcoat, with a white shirt. Face-covering, silver, smiling 
carnival mask with several crowns and bells on top). 
 
Season 1 - Sal did very well during the pools. He came third overall with only a time penalty 
being the difference between his score and Areilla Fischer's. He also managed to get through 
to the quarterfinals, beating his new friend Ocean Rios during the DE. She managed to dent 
his confidence though with a cartwheel kick, which knocked off his mask. This managed to 
faze him in his next fight, which he lost to Fox Walker. He doesn't keep it against her and the 
two are firm friends.  
 



Season 2 - Sal returned for the second competition and replicated his pool score of eight, 
landing him in sixth place. He made quick work of Chandra Sengupta in the first DE, aiming 
for the pressure points in his biceps to stop his opponent in his tracks. He then faced off 
against Koa Kipao, but seemed unable to make much impact on the massive fighter. At least 
this time he did not lose his mask.  
 
Season 3 - For the third competition Sal didn't fare as well as he had before, only placing 
ninth and being knocked out in the first round of the DE by Aleksandr Petrov. He hopes to 
come back next time and try and best his score in the tournament. 
 
 
Marie DeMargo (female) 
Style - Taekwondo 
Nationality - France 

A drive to be an Olympian was how Marie was introduced to Taekwondo. Luckily a TKD 
school opened up just across the road from where she grew up in Paris. 

 Her father, an army officer stationed in Paris, helped Marie train and build up her strength 
and stamina for competitions. Marie fought hard at every tournament and was awarded a 
scholarship for future sport stars.  

When she was a teenager, her house caught fire, and while Marie made it out, she was licked 
by the flames, and left with slight burns on her arms and legs. She was almost about to quit 
due to her burns, but her coach managed to raise her spirit by saying once she was fighting, 
nobody cared what she looked like because she was excellent. 

During her time at university she took a gap year to learn in Britain where she met a young 
Chandra Sengupta. She became good friends with Chandra over their passion for gold 
medals and started an on/off relationship. After meeting again at the last Olympics, Marie 
and Chandra decided to start a proper relationship and have been living in Chandra's house 
in Surrey. Both of the fighters were approached to compete in the World Fighter's 
Tournament at the same time. While Chandra doesn't want to fight his partner, Marie can't 
wait to get into the ring with him. 

Super Move - Tornado Kick (Kick, Range 2). Taekwondo is all about momentum, and the 
tornado kick is a perfect example. The fighter performs a small spin, both to confuse their 
opponent and to build up speed and power. When facing back around, the fighter's leg is 
snapped forward, landing the foot right on the neck, easily damaging the larynx and spinal 
cord. Aim a little higher for the temple and it is easily a knock out. 
 
(Light brown hair in a French braid. Taekwondo uniform with the sleeves rolled up showing 
her forearm burn scars). 
 
Season 1 - Marie was a little frightened by the skill of the fighters in the competition, but she 
soon proved herself in the pool stage although she did not get to fight her boyfriend. After 
Chandra's arm was brutally broken by Kenji Ueda, Marie looked for revenge, blazing past 
Hai Wu in the DE to face off against Kenji. She may have bargained a bit too much though, as 
Kenji broke her arm, ending her time in the World Of Fighter's Competition. Now she and 
Chandra are recuperating from their injuries. 
 
Season 2 - In the second competition, Marie improved upon her score and bested Kenji Ueda 
in the DE, a nice slice of revenge for her arm. She then faced off against Aleksandr Petrov and 
he beat her in a close fight. She saw his military tattoos and began talking to him afterwards, 
bonding over their shared military heritage. An unlikely friendship soon sparked up between 
the two. 
 



Season 3 - Marie returned to the WoF competition with fiancée Chandra and her new friend 
Aleksandr. She fought Layla Saqqaf in the pools and after the bloody and tense match ended 
in a draw; Marie and Layla became bitter rivals.  Marie seeks to beat her next time. Another 
defining moment of the third competition, Marie also fought Chandra in the DE, which took 
some coaxing. He eventually relented and beat her with a series of viscous blows, winding 
her. He carried her to the medical wing due to her injuries, although she was trying to say she 
was fine. 
 
 
SEASON 2 - New Challengers 
 
Ximo Salamanca AKA El Huracán 
Style - Lucha Libre 
Nationality - Mexican 
 
Coming from an orphanage in Mexico, Ximo loved watching his local heroes battle it out in 
the ring that he made it his ambition to become a Luchadore. He took the name El Huracán 
for his amazing ability to spin around his opponents and impressive spinning attacks. 
 
He rose to be one of the premier fighters in smaller promotions and was soon fast-tracked to 
the big leagues in Mexico. He fought well, but soon caught the ire of an older Luchadore, Los 
Meurtos, who saw Ximo as stealing his fans. Los Meurtos unmasked Ximo in the ring, casting 
great shame upon Ximo. 
 
Ximo fled the wrestling scene, leaving to South America where he would walk from town to 
town and drown his sorrows. A stroke of luck would come his way when he came across 
Ocean Rios at the second Global Capoeria Conference. She had just returned from the World 
Of Fighters Tournament and regaled people of the fights at the tournament. Ximo was 
enraptured by her stories and contacted her on how to enter the WoF Tournament. She gladly 
put his name forward to the WoF, recognising his name from the many prizes he had won in 
Mexico. 
 
Now with a new mask, Ximo hopes to regain he lost dignity by winning the second World Of 
Fighters Tournament. 
 
Super Move - Hurricane Punch (Punch, Range 2). The Hurricane Punch is El Huracan's 
signature move. Similar to a Tornado Kick, the fighter quickly spins and jumps into the air. 
Instead of putting the power into the legs, the fighter places all the power into their 
outstretched fist. Combining the momentum and gravity, the punch can be a knockout blow 
if delivered effectively. 
 
(Purple, black, and green Luchadore mask and fighting trousers. Bare torso). 
 
Season 2 - Ximo threw himself at the other competitors and came second overall in the pools. 
He then blazed through the DE stage, besting previous winner Malee Paowsong with his 
signature Hurricane Punch. He then moved into the finals where he beat Fox Walker, 
becoming the champion of the second Word of Fighters Tournament.  
 
Season 3 - Ximo came back to defend his new title at the third tournament, placing second in 
the pools. His previous good fortune turned over during the DEs though. After an easy win 
over Hiranku Nakano, Ximo faced off against newcomer Layla Saqqaf. She beat him and 
almost unmasked him during the fight. He managed to stop her before she was able to bring 
shame upon him. He looks forward to their next match, hoping to deliver some punishment 
to the fighter that nearly cost him his second chance at a career. 
 
 
"Lucky" Shay Ryan (male) 



Style - Street Fighting 
Nationality - Irish 
 
A member of the Irish Mob back in Cork by the age of 17, Shay Ryan had to flee the country 
after shooting a police officer. He moved to the Irish neighbourhood in New York where he 
was arrested for selling bootleg liquor and cigarettes. Shay went to jail for three years. During 
his time in prison he managed to survive the near-constant riots and personal attacks by 
maintaining a rigorous training regime. He learnt any and all fighting techniques he could; 
kickboxing, grappling, Kung Fu, anything that could give him an edge. He earned the 
nickname "Lucky" since he was never seriously injured during his time in prison. 
 
Once out of prison, Shay found it hard to adjust. He found is groove in the underground fight 
scene, once meeting Max Donovan in during an underground brawl. It was here that the WoF 
Committee found him, after another chance encounter with Max. Still in debt to some people 
in prison and the mob, Shay fights for the grand prize so that he doesn't end up in little pieces 
in a bag. Word is that the mob have sent a ruthless enforcer to take what is owed from them, 
with the enforcer even making his way to the World of Fighters Tournament. 
 
Super Move - Elbow Destruction (Punch, Range 1). When the opponent throws an attack, the 
fighter guides the attack towards their elbow, seriously damaging the opponent as their 
fist/kick hits the elbow bone. The fighter then follows up with an elbow to the opponent’s 
eyebrow, delivering a wicked cut and blinding them with their own blood. 
 
(Medium length red hair and beard. White suit and trousers with smart black shoes and shirt. 
Cut lip and black eye forming). 
 
Season 2 - Shay was looking to stay alive through most of the competition and stay as far 
away from Alexsandr, the man who had been sent to "retrieve" him for the mob. He came 
away from the pools with two draws, landing him against newcomer Ke'ala in the DEs. He 
said he felt it was wrong to hit a girl, but soon started to fight back was Ke’ala started 
attacking him. She delivered a nasty blow to his temple, which left him out cold and knocked 
him out out of the competition. 
 
After the second competition, Shay had disappeared before Aleksandr could take him back to 
the Irish Mob. The World Of Fighters organisers have pursued many avenues of investigation, 
including dredging the bottom of the Hudson River just to see if his criminal past had caught 
up with him. They have been unsuccessful so far, but will continue to look for him while the 
third competition plays out. 
 
 
Hiranku Nakano (male) 
Style - Akido 
Nationality - Japanese 
 
The last grandmaster of a particular style of Akido, Master Nakano likes to live peacefully in 
the hills away from the hustle and bustle of modern life. He had not been in a fight for several 
decades when Milton Brown came to him to fight the legendary master, flushed with the 
defeat in the first World Of Fighters Tournament. Master Nakano did not want to fight, but 
Milton pestered him until he relented. Master Nakano wiped the floor with Milton, who 
stormed off in a huff. Nakano had been searching for a pupil to learn his ancient form of 
Akido and thought Milton could do with a proper teacher and fighting style. He followed 
Milton back to the second World Of Fighters Tournament to offer him an invitation to learn a 
true fighting style. 
 
Super Move - Arm Sweep (Grapple, Range 1). When the opponent comes in for the attack, the 
fighter comes forward and sweeps the attack aside with his forearm. Before the opponent can 



come back with another attack, they are flipped over due to their over-balance, leaving them 
on the floor at the mercy of the attacker. 
 
(Akido uniform with a long white beard and hair. Hunched over, uses a wooden walking 
stick for balance). 
 
Season 2 - Hiranku found it hard to keep up with the younger fighters and found himself 
bested again and again. He did manage to pull out one draw, with an expert arm sweep used 
against Milton. He then exited the tournament quickly when Ximo Salamanca fought him in 
the DE. After the competition ended, Hiranku extended his invitation to Milton to teach him 
an actual martial art. Milton agreed and they spent the next year training. 
 
Season 3 - Hirnaku joined his new student in the third WoF competition. After the pools, 
Hiranku started to feel the effects of his age and retired from the DEs before Ximo Salamanca 
(his opponent) could do too much damage to him. 
 
 
Aleksandr Petrov (male) 
Style - Sambo/Systema 
Nationality - Ukrainian 
 
Born during the time of the Soviet Union in Ukraine, Aleksandr's parents moved from their 
poor life in the countryside to try and make something of their life in one of the big cities. 
When his father and mother sadly died when he was eleven, Aleksandr was taken into care. 
 
At the age of 18 he joined the Russian Army, quickly moving up the ranks after capturing 
several high-value targets during the Russian invasion of Afghanistan. Moving into the 
Spetsnaz, Aleksandr became a field commander, earning medal after medal for his to-the-
point tactics. After many successful covert operations, Aleksandr moved into the KGB and 
upped his hand-to-hand skills in learning Sambo. 
 
Dismissed during the fall of the Soviet Union, Aleksandr wanted to make something of his 
name, so used his old military contacts to become a mercenary for hire. Wanted for 
questioning in ten different countries, Aleksandr moves around doing jobs for whoever will 
pay him. His latest contract is with the Irish Mob, who want him to take "Lucky" Shay Ryan 
back to them for "repayment".  
 
Towering over every other fighter at seven feet tall and using a blend of the deadly arts 
taught to the secret Russian forces, he is not one to be tangled with lightly. Fighting for the 
money he will make and his reputation as a "troubleshooter", Aleksandr just wants to win as 
quick as he can to get the job done.  
 
Super Move - Throat Crush (Grapple Range 1). Using his superior strength, the fighter picks 
up the opponent by the throat and squeezes, cutting off the carotid artery. After ten seconds, 
the opponent will pass out. Hold for a little bit longer, they'll be dead.  
 
(Very tall, wearing only black combat boots and combat trousers. Scars cover his torso, and 
he has a sleeve tattoo, with Russian calligraphy, motifs and imagery). 
 
Season 2 - Aleksandr tried to incapacitate Shay as soon as he saw him, but the organisers 
wanted to see his style before they would allow him near his target. He got two wins and two 
losses in his pool, earning him fifth place. He fought and beat Hai Wu in the DE, who clawed 
his eye while performing her Climbing Monkey technique. 
 
Aleksandr then fought Marie DeMargo, beating her in a close fight. They began talking 
afterwards and they are now growing friends.  



Shay managed to evade Aleksandr's grasp at the end of the competition. With Shay gone, 
Aleksandr left the competition. The World Of Fighters organisation to offered to clear 
Aleksandr’s criminal record if he came and worked for them. He declined, but the WoF won’t 
give up that easy and have been trying to lure him back for one last job  

Season 3 – Along with his new friend Marie DeMargo, Alexsandr came to the third 
competition with an aim to win the prize fund, which would set him up for life. He managed 
to place eighth in the pools and make his way to the finals, where new champion Fox Walker 
beat him. The WoF managed to snag Aleksandr as a contractor, sending him out to find a 
special fighter, whom they are hoping will attend the fourth tournament. 
 
 
Koa Kipao (male) 
Style - Sumo Wrestling 
Nationality - Hawaiian 
 
A full-blooded Hawaiian, Koa Kipao was teased from a young age for his large weight. He 
trained at his school gym trying to shift the weight, but to no luck. Koa's high school gym 
teacher saw the boy's massive weight as an advantage and introduced him to the world of 
Sumo wrestling, the art having been introduced to Hawaii back in the 1950s. Koa then started 
to bulk up and soon became a rising star in the school competitions in Hawaii.  
 
After coming third in the Hawaiian Sumo Championship, Koa went on a college sport tour to 
Japan and fought in the Japanese College Championship, meeting fellow fighter Kenji Ueda 
who was training for the Judo finals. Koa respectably came fourth, the highest for a non-
Japanese fighter in the category. 
 
Wanting to branch out the amount of fighting styles there were on display, the World Of 
Fighters Committee came to the agreement that Koa would be a fantastic opponent. Koa 
accepted his invitation into the second World of Fighters Tournament, hopefully to show the 
abilities of Sumo wrestling and reuniting with his old friend Kenji. 
 
Special Move - Komatasukui (Grapple, Range 1). Scooping the opponent's leg from behind 
the knee with one arm while also holding control with the other, the fighter then drives 
forward with all their might. If they are successful, the opponent will fall flat on their back, 
with the Sumo fighter landing on top, easily stopping any counter from the opponent. 
 
(Large body, full of Polynesian art tattoos. Black mawashi). 
 
Season 2 - Koa proved himself with two wins (matching his old friend Kenji's score), but was 
taken aback by his sister placing third. He made sure to best her in the DEs, easily blazing 
past Max Donovan and Sal Rossi. Ximo Salamanca eventually took the Sumo wrestler down, 
using Koa’s own weight and balance against him. 
 
Season 3 - For his second entry in the WoF Tournament, Koa looked to beat his sister and 
managed to equal her score in the pools, only beating her through a time penalty. He then 
went on to best his old friend Kenji Ueda in the DE, fracturing one of Kenji’s ribs by 
performing Komatasukui on him. Koa also beat Chandra Sengupta, before he lost to Fox 
Walker; the latter went on to win the competition. 
 
 
Ke'ala Kipao 
Style - Kenpo Karate 
Nationality - Hawaiian 
 
After her older brother Koa started training to become a Sumo wrestler, Mrs. Kipao thought 
that learning to fight would be good for his sister Ke'ala as well. Sumo wrestling was out of 



the question, so Ke'ala was dropped into a Kenpo Karate class, another Hawaiian art that 
originated in Japan. 
 
Ke'ala, much like her brother, was adept at fighting, but unlike her brother she enjoyed 
brawling in the schoolyard rather than regulated competition. While Koa was earning inter-
school awards, she was being taken out of classes for breaking the Head Girl's nose. 
 
After he graduated college, Koa was invited to the second World of Fighters Tournament. 
Going against her mother's wishes, Ke'ala decided not to go to college and secretly followed 
Koa to the World Fighting Tournament, hoping to impress the Committee with her speed and 
powerful kicks. Being a schoolgirl, she takes the title of youngest fighter, previously held by 
Kung Fu expert Hai Wu. 
 
Special Move - Flurry Kick (Kick, Range 3). Kenpo Karate is a combination of punching, 
kicking and grappling, but its kicks are known for their rapidity and punishing pain. The 
Flurry Kick is just that, a continuing set of kicks from side stance, delivering blow after blow 
onto an opponent's body. Just like the chain punch in Wing Chun, it is only a matter of time 
until the opponent will relent from the amount of force. 
 
(Medium length black hair. Green and yellow school polo shirt. Black compression fighting 
shorts/kickboxing shorts). 
 
Season 2 - Ke'ala surprised her brother and the organisers by blazing into third place with 
three wins and only one loss. She first fought "Lucky" Shay Ryan in the DE, who didn't 
believe in hitting a schoolgirl. She replied with a kick to his head and knocking him out of the 
tournament. In the quarterfinals she fought Fox Walker, who could pick her up and throw 
her around the ring with ease due to her size. He bested her and she developed a crush on 
him. 
 
Season 3 - Ke'ala was actually invited back for the third competition, much to the annoyance 
of her brother ("She shouldn't have even been there!" he shouts weekly) and the worry of her 
mother. She performed well, but was put out by her brother beating her in the pool stages. 
She beat Ocean Rios in the DE, but lost to Aleksandr Petrov. Ever the fangirl to Fox Walker, 
she helped him devise strategies to beat Aleksandr in the finals. 
 
 
SEASON 3 - New Challengers 
 
Layla Saqqaf (female) 
Style - Savate 
Nationality - Moroccan 

A mysterious girl coming from Morocco, little is known about Layla other than her ancestors 
on her father’s side were Bedouins from the Sahara and her mother’s side were part of the 
ruling elite of Morocco dating back to the late 19th Century. Several times the World Of 
Fighters representatives have tried to coax Layla into the competition, some did not return 
with their lives.  

Influenced by her French ancestry and the fights/demonstrations of French sailors in the 
harbour close to her home, Layla is an expert in Savate (French kickboxing) and is a force to 
be reckoned with. Finally she comes to the World of Fighters Tournament, seeking the thrill 
of the battle and to show her superior fighting style.  

Special Move - Fouette Kick (Kick, Range 2). Similar to a roundhouse kick, the fouette (whip) 
kick is one of the Savate fighters simple but devastating moves. The leg is raised high, but 
then the lower portion is snapped or whipped over, landing at over twenty miles an hour 
onto the victim's head. With the reinforced Savate shoe, this could easily crack the skull. 



 
(Dark blue and brown robes and headscarf, with three tattoo dots vertically under each eye). 
 
Season 3 - Layla did not make many friends in the competition, getting into a feud with Marie 
DeMargo and brutally attacking Hai Wu during the pool stages. During the DEs she tried to 
unmask current champion Ximo Salamanca, but instead had to settle for a simple win rather 
than a humiliating experience for the Mexican luchadore. Aleksandr Petrov beat her in the 
semi finals and knocked her out of the competition. She added his name to the list of grudge 
matches she'll have next time. 
 
Surprisingly, out of all the competitors, she found a kindred spirit in Max Donovan. The duo 
bonded over their similar high-class upbringing and she agreed to go on date with him once 
the competition had ended. 


